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Kevin B. McGlynn, editor

the meal, customarily with APPERITIFS OR
COCKTAILS. They are usually one-or two-bite
size and can be cold or hot. Hors d’oeuvre
may be in the form of a fancy canape or as
simple as a selection of crudites (as celery or
carrot sticks). . The word “hors d’oeuvre” is
properly used for both the singular and plural
forms. The reason is that the term translates
literally as (dishes) “outside the work (meal)”
and no matter how many dishes there are,
there is only one “work.” In today’s modern
parlance, however, the plural is often spoken
and written as hors d’oeuvres but no matter
how you say it, Jose Anyarin, the Granada
chef defines them this way.
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A Granada
Welcome to
Robert Bonato

A Night in Paris

by Kevin B. McGlynn

I'd like to go to Paris, but then there's all that traveling hence the idea, bring " a Night in Paris" to
the Granada. Well for one night what would we do? What do you need? A beautiful dinning room, a
couple of cabaret performers, some candlelight, fine food and wine and let the evening take care of itself,
and that's what we did that special night.

Chieko Hattori

MENU
Allan Grishman
Anita Dejesus

Fresh Garden Variety Salad
Bar

Michael Pierce

Shrimp Bisque

Dick Wallis
Garcon Bill serves avec joie

Salmon en MarinadeVodka
Fresh Vegetables

Elizabeth Zibilich

Chef Anyarin's Banana Cream Napoleons

Banana Cream Napoleons
The Granada

Alternates
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Coq au Vin
Liani serves the Shrimp Bisque
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Bouef Bourguigon

Above and Beyond

200 - salmon - beef - chicken entres

The letter came from the City and County of
San Francisco, Department of Aging and Adult
Services; "the APS (adult protective services)
would like to honor you." The first annual
"Above and Beyond" reception was followed by
the award presentation. The awards were given
to people and organizations whose efforts to
serve and protect our elders and disabled from
abuse and neglect. The award read "To your
dedication and ongoing commitment", that's our
manager Tony Davidauskis for you.

French cabaret by William Severson & Harry Bernstein
of Golden Age Ensemble with a excellent repertory.

Good night ladies!

Tony "Above and Beyond" Davidauskis
Granada Gazette

Marjorie Lucero dreamed

Birthdays

Cable Car Tour

RESIDENTS
August

The motorized Cable Car in front of the Granada
awaiting our "happy travelers."

On a clear day
you can see all
around you,
especially if
you are on a
motorized
cable car like
the 33 of us
happy
Carmen and Ruth, Natalie and Bob
travelers. Yes,
getting an eye full
another
Granada Tour
hits the open road in a grand tour of San Francisco.
The route went like this: first Nob Hill, then
through the tunnel to Chinatown thru to North
Beach followed by Fisherman's Wharf and Aquatic
Park then into the Presidio of San Francisco. We
took a break at the Legion of Honor and had some
ice cream. We relaxed at this beautiful spot with it's
total view of downtown straight in front of us and
to the left that big metal thing called the Golden
Gate Bridge. Behind us the museum that Alma
Spreckle's built, the Legion of Honor, great
bathrooms too. After 30 minutes, we set off on the
second leg of
our tour starting
with the newly
rebuilt Cliff
House and
Ocean beach
where it was a
little windy so we
Hilaria having her ice cream
turned left into
Golden Gate Park and its 40 shades of green and
exited at the Panhandle and the Haight Ashbury. It
was enough for anyone and as we returned to the
Granada for dinner, the question was "where to
next?"
I hear a bird chirp, "Sonoma Valley;" vineyards,
majestic old growth redwoods, historic towns.
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Christopher McGuire
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Helen Kennedy
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Alex Rozoff
Tom Lesko
Donna Schuck
John Casper
Elsa Moy
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Delia Sadun
Rick Garcia

Grace, if it is truly operative in our
lives, will make the works of love and
compassion all the more urgent.

Pets Unlimited volunteers Susie Weiss & Sophia Hill
and Lulu, the dog, visit with our Lee Blackman.

Tony’s
Newsletter Column
How does everybody like
our theme dinner theater
nights? Any suggestions?

Our Giants are having a
poor season, I know it's
difficult but keep rooting.
Question, is Barry coming
back? Well remember in
our pinch, the Cubs with
their great fans, right
Chris?
I'll be visiting my mother
in Arizona, she'll be 87
this year. You know how
beautiful the "City by the
Bay" is after you spent a
summer's day in Arizona.
Fact is stranger than
fiction. David Smith a
dinning room employee is
also from my hometown,
Norwood,
Massachusetts. That
makes five people from a
town of 30,000 - 4,000
miles away have lived at
the Granada.
John Daugherty, a new
resident, has two very
nice daughters that visit
him often. Patricia, John's
oldest is one of the
Directors of the
San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art and has
extended to the Granada a
tour of the MOMA, so
Kevin our tour director
has arranged this tour for
the 9th of August, have
fun.
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